LEARN HOW TO MANAGE
YOUR SCHOOL’S RESOURCES EFFECTIVELY
WITH FREE ONLINE TRAINING

During these uncertain times,
it’s never been more important
to focus on financial efficiency
and sustainability.

Inspiring Futures

Between December 2020 and March 2021, Entrust
Support Services delivered six webinars on behalf of
the Department for Education (DfE), to help schools
to achieve their teaching and learning ambitions with
the money that’s available to them.
There are no further live training sessions planned,
but schools can watch on-demand recordings of the
webinars for free.

THE WEBINARS

The webinars help schools to integrate their curriculum goals
and financial resource management into one approach providing them with a holistic and proactive way of planning
and using their resources efficiently, and of ensuring that
the leadership team makes decisions collaboratively.
They give schools the knowledge and tools that they need
to quantify areas of inefficiency, diagnose the causes and
then make informed decisions to manage their resources
effectively.

THE WEBINARS COVER:

Introduction to Benchmarking
This webinar introduces you to and outlines the benefits
of benchmarking, and walks you through the DfE’s
benchmarking website and other free DfE tools. It also
gives you best practice tips, including what makes a good
comparison school and what to do with the information
once it’s been derived.
Integrated Curriculum and Financial Planning
Using DfE Tools
This webinar covers the free tools that are available on the
DfE website. These include the primary and secondary
school Integrated curriculum and financial planning (ICFP)
workbook and the School Resource Management tool. You
explore how to use them to introduce ICFP in your school.
Integrated Curriculum and Financial Planning
Metrics Deep Dive
This webinar reviews the key metrics identified in the
Integrated Curriculum and Financial Planning Using DfE
Tools webinar, before introducing additional metrics.
It outlines what these metrics mean and how you can
calculate them. Finally, you find out how you can use these
insights to provide practical benefits.
Introduction to Procurement
This webinar helps you to develop your understanding of
the procurement cycle, getting best value from a contract
and related financial regulations. We explore how you can
mitigate the risks of fraud, theft, bribery, corruption and loss.

Joined-up Leadership for Effective School
Resource Management
This webinar defines the roles and responsibilities of key
personnel, how they should integrate and collaborate, and
the problems that can arise if school business professionals
aren’t fully integrated with the senior leadership team.
Integrated Curriculum and Financial Planning
During Times of Uncertainty
This webinar explores the impact that times of
uncertainty, such as the Coronavirus pandemic, can have
on income, staff absences and class sizes. We explore why
having an ICFP structure in place can assist you in quickly
working out the effects of the changes.

WHO ARE THE WEBINARS FOR?

The training is designed for school business professionals,
senior leadership teams, curriculum leads and governors.
It’s available to all schools and trust staff across England.

WATCH THE WEBINARS NOW

Download the recorded webinars
on our brand-new School Resource
Management portal.

Call 0333 300 1900 Email webinars@entrust-ed-co.uk
or visit www.entrust-ed.co.uk to find out more.
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@entrustEDU
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